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WARREN'S "WORST" BOOK

Victor Strandberg

Three years after winning the Pulitzer Prize for Promises in 1957, Robert
Penn Warren published his most roundly vilified collection, You, Emperors,
and Others. John Edward Hardy, in Poetry magazine, damned the book for
its "stale and unconvincing posturings," which add up to "seventy-nine
pages of poems largely about nothing in the world, except a desperate
striving for significance." John Thompson, in the Hudson Review, dismissed
the volume with a joke: "[Warren's] first poems sounded sometimes like a
fierce Marvell; these newest ones sound, sometimes, like a fierce Ogden
Nash." And Dudley Fitts, in the New York Times Book Review, ascribed the
book's failure to Warren's frivolous intentions, toward which Fitts felt inclined
to respond with forbearance: "All in all . . . , Mr. Warren's new book is an
exercise in metrical high jinks. There's no law against a poet's taking an
artistic vacation, and this binge was obviously fun."

As though these belittling voices were not enough, Warren himself
applied the coup de grace to You, Emperors, and Others by declaring the
book an artistic failure. In his interview with Richard B. Sale, Warren volun-
teers the opinion that "I've made some very bad slips, such as in the volume
called You, Emperors, and Others I was on the wrong track; I was writing
poems that were not on my line, my basic impulse." Many years later, in his
interview with Peter Stitt, Warren repeated that self-criticism with a special
focus on the book's lack of structure: "Now the next book- You, Emperors,
and Others —has no real center. I was groping for a center."

Warren's sincerity in repudiating this bastard child may be gauged by
the radically declining number of pages from You, Emperors, and Others
that he included in his subsequent three volumes of Selected Poems. The
1966 volume, appearing only six years after You, Emperors, and Others,
included fifty pages from that predecessor collection-a respectable num-
ber, though considerably fewer than the excerpts from his other earlier
volumes. Inthe 1975 Selected Poems, only half that many pages derive from
You, Emperors - a shrinkage of far heftier proportions than that affecting any
other predecessor volume. But that twenty-five page contribution in turn
appears fabulously respectful compared to what happened in the 1985 New
and Selected Poems, where You, Emperors, and Others is represented by
a pathetic five pages, on which only three poems are reprinted. Again, none
of his other previous volumes is so radically scanted.

Although it may seem foolish and even arrogant to question the poet's
own apparent contempt for his work, I believe that both Warren and his
critics are mistaken in this instance. Were You, Emperors to disappear from
the Warren oeuvre — as would seem inevitable if a new Selected Poems had
appeared and followed the progression of its three predecessors—we would
not only have lost a significant number of Warren's finest individual poems,
we would also have lost a text that interrelates importantly with Warren's
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major poetic achievements both before and after. In my ensuing discussion,
I hope to justify my rehabilitation of You, Emperors, and Others through three
lines of argument: first, by taking a brief look at several of these individual
triumphs among the book's poems; second, by considering the essential
place this volume occupies in the ongoing development of Warren's most
crucial themes and technical innovations; and third, by juxtaposing Warren's
continuous experimentation in poetic practice against his failure to update
his aesthetic theory. Warren's poetry, that is to say, was falling in with the
postmodern trends of the time, while the poet remained modernist (a New
Critic) in his critical attitude.

On several counts, the most important individual poem in this volume
may be "The Letter About Money, Love, or Other Comfort, If Any" (from the
opening sequence called "Garland for You"). Its unmistakably Warren-
esque portrayal of the divided psyche features a familiar quasi-Freudian
paradigm: a superego figure ("you") unsuccessfully attempts to flee its
bestial double (the id), while the ego (the poem's narrator) pursues its
longterm mission of bringing "you" a message of psychic reconciliation (the
"Letter" in the title).

Though possessing at one point "a church letter, / Episcopal, High," to
prove your Clean status, "you" gradually become "capable now of all
bestiality," redeemable only for your attempt at suicide (acknowledging
guilt) and your momentary reversion to the innocence of childhood: "yes,
crooning among the ruined lilies to a teddy bear, not what a grown man
ought / To be doing past midnight. . . ." So tight is the narrative form
(heightening the effect of pursuit) that the poem's eighty-eight lines com-
prise a single sentence, whose lyrical frame comprises eight stanzas of
impeccable metrical discipline (rhyming abbacdcdede).

The narrator's pursuit of his alter ego through this poem bears many
parallels to Warren's biography. The geography of the poem, for one thing,
moves from a small town in Tennessee to Nashville, to the upper Midwest
(Dubuque, Iowa, as a surrogate for Warren's Minneapolis), to New England
(Warren's Yale and Vermont), to Italy and France, and to San Francisco—all
sites of major importance in Warren's life history. Another analogue between
Warren's life and art is the motif of the poet's calling, which appears in the
poem's title (the "Letter" being his poetry), in the epigraph ("In the beginning
was the Word"), and in the narrator's self-portrait: "[having] discovered I
had small knack / for honesty, but only a passion, like a disease, for Truth,
/ . . . I accepted the trust / those long years back in my youth...."

In the last stanza of this poem something occurs of momentous impor-
tance to the total oeuvre of Warren's poetry. For a full quarter-century, the
tainting of "you" by "Original Sin" had comprised a master theme that
threaded through Warren's finest achievements in poetry: Eleven Poems on
the Same Theme (which includes "Original Sin: A Short Story," "Terror,"
"Pursuit," and "Crime"), "The Ballad of Billie Potts," Brother to Dragons, and
the "Ballad of a Sweet Dream of Peace" sequence in Promises. (The theme
also undergirds Warren's fiction of the period, assigning roles resembling
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id, ego, and superego to Willie, Jack and Adam in All the King's Men.) Here
at last Warren wrote a period to this ground theme. Having determined to
deliver the letter—or to have "fulfilled / The trust"—the narrator foresees a
new mission. Hereafter, he will find his "peace with God" through his affinities
with nature (asAudubon and other future poems would bear out):

[I will] then see, in first dawn's drench and drama, the snow peak
go gory,

and the eagle will unlatch crag-clasp,
fall, and at breaking of wing-furl, bark glory,
and by that new light I shall seek
the way, and my peace with God....

From the classical poems in this volume, I would choose to highlight
"Fatal Interview: Penthesilia and Achilles," a memorably convincing render-
ing of the Homeric style. (The following excerpt is cited from stanzas four
and six.)

She leaps from horse, hurls spear; hears laughter, then, from the
Greek.

Where lungs divide to hang belly, the spear-flight first pricks her;
Under breastplate slides weightily in; in blood-darkness shears

backbone;
Emerges in sunlight, though briefly; finds the mount waiting,

faithful,
And with the same force unallayed it had used to transfix her,
Transfixes the brute, knocks it down; and thus on that pincushion

sticks her.

Another strong success among the poems in this text is the "Mortmain"
sequence occasioned by the death of the poet's father, which includes one
superb Blakean lyric ("In the Turpitude of Time: N. D."), one powerful
vignette (the father's hand rising claw-like from his death-bed), and an
unforgettable evocation of the father's boyhood in "A Vision: Circa 1880":

Out of the woods, barefoot, the boy comes. He stands,
Hieratic, complete, in patched britches and that idleness of boyhood
Which asks nothing and is its own fulfillment:
In his hand a wand of peeled willow, boy-idle and aimless.

. . . and I strive to cry across the dry pasture,
But cannot, nor move, for my feet, like dry corn-roots, cleave
Into the hard earth, and my tongue makes only the dry,
Slight sound of wind on the autumn corn-blade. The boy,
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With imperial calm, crosses a space, rejoins
The shadow of woods, but pauses, turns, grins once,
And is gone....

"Ballad: Between the Boxcars" would be my next entry in the Save-from-
Oblivion list, in part for its notable progression of styles: from conventional
ballad form in Part I (typical of Warren's verse of the 1920s and 1930s), to
the uniquely Warrenesque rough-lyric of Part II (typical of the 1940s and
1950s), and thence to the concluding free verse technique of Part III (often
characteristic of his future poems, such as Audubon in 1969 and Chief
Joseph of the Nez Perce in 1983). The boy's potential as a lover, lost now
because of his death between the boxcars, evokes a characteristically rueful
instance of Warren's humor:

Oh, his hair was brown-bright as a chestnut, sun-glinting and curly,
And that lip that smiled boy-sweet could go, of a sudden, man-surly,
And the way he was built
Made the girls in his grade in dark stare, and finger the quilt.
Yes, he was the kind you know born to give many delight,
And entering on such life-labor early,
Would have moved, bemused, in that rhythm and rite,
Through blood-throbbing blackness and moon-gleam

and pearly thigh-glimmer of night,
To the exquisite glut: Woman Slays Self for His Love, as the

tabloids would tell —
But no, never now! Like a kid in his first brothel,
In that hot clasp and loveless hurly-burly,

He spilled, as boys may, too soon, between the boxcars,
(from Part II, "He Was Formidable")

My second line of argument, about the essential intertextuality between
You, Emperors, and Others and Warren's earlier and later volumes, takes
note in passing that the publication of You, Emperors in 1960 places it exactly
central between his first volume, Thirty-six Poems in 1935, and his last,
Altitudes and Extensions—the new poems in the Selected Poems collection
of 1985. That chronological centrality does not, of course, prove the central
importance of You, Emperors, but the volume does in fact mark both a
culmination and a new beginning with respect to crucial themes and
obsessions in Warren's total poetic canon.

The culmination applies not only to the "Garland for You" sequence
(which I have already mentioned) but also to the two "Emperor" poems —
which are also about "you," on closer inspection: "Let's stop horsing
around —it's not Domitian, it's you/We mean " ("Apology for Domitian").
These classical poems about Tiberius, Domitian, and Achilles are useful for
confirming the Original Sin theme in a non-Christian context; but they
additionally serve an intertextual purpose by their illumination of Warren's
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long-standing debt to Greek and Roman literature. Because that debt was
usually subtly rendered-the title of The Cave, Warren has remarked, refers
somewhat to Plato's allegory; and Wilderness has a lame-footed protagonist
modelled somewhat after King Oedipus — readers may not realize the extent
of Warren's classical allusions. But in fact the Emperors of Warren's title
evokes connections that range from early poems such as "A Farewell of
Faustus to Helen" (unpublished) and "Croesus in Autumn" to his book for
children, The Gods of Mount Olympus (1959). And somewhere in that matrix
of creativity, there is the use of The Aeneid as a model for Brother to
Dragons, and the role of a sojourn in Italy as an essential stimulus for
Promises. Among Warren's thirty-eight volumes in print, You, Emperors, and
Others is the only one (addressed to adults) that acknowledges in its title
the importance of the classical tradition for Warren's written work.

Another intertextual function of You, Emperors, and Others relates to the
future drift of Warren's poetry. In addition to closing out the "You" theme
and highlighting the classical elements in Warren's poetic art, this volume
importantly deepens the autobiographical current that had come into
prominence in Promises and was to inform much of Warren's best sub-
sequent poetry - e.g. Tale of Time, Or Else, Can I See Arcturus From Where
I Stand?, Now and Then, Being Here, and Altitudes and Extensions. As Floyd
C. Watkins has observed in his indispensable Then and Now: The Personal
Past in the Poetry of Robert Penn Warren, Warren has gradually created in
his books of poetry an evocation of his home town that is vivid and extensive
enough to warrant comparison with Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg,
Ohio, or Faulkner's Jefferson, Mississippi (169). To this aggregate of
boyhood memories You, Emperors, and Others adds —by way of the
"Others" — some sparkling gems of anecdote and portraiture. The aforemen-
tioned "Mortmain" (which should be read in conjunction with Warren's essay
"Portrait of a Father") and "Ballad: Between the Boxcars" fall into this
category, as does the badly titled but highly engaging portrait of the town's
pious cobbler in "So You Agree with What I Say? Well, What Did I Say?"
Here for once the poet displays partiality toward a Clean man, whose "orbit
revolved / Between his Bible and the cobbler's bench," and who deserved
but may not have received a reward in the Great Beyond:

In the summer dusk we would see him heading home,
Past the field where after supper we played baseball

Past Old Man Duckett out fixing that hinge on his gate,
Past all the Cobb family admiring their new Chevrolet,
Past the moonvines that hid Sue Cramm in the swing with her date,
Whose hand was already up under her dress, halfway -
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He would move past us all....
Mr. Moody is dead long back, and some of the boys
Who played in that ball game dead too, by disease or violence,
But others went on to their proper successes, and joys,
And made contribution to social and scientific improvements,

And with those improvements, I am now ready to say
That if God short-changed Mr. Moody, it's time for Him
To give up this godding business, and make way
For somebody else to try, or an IBM.

In addition, the six polished lyrics gathered under the heading "Some
Quiet, Plain Poems" comprise an important contribution to the home town
reconstruction. (The first of these poems, "Ornithology in a World of Flux,"
portends a second level of intertextuality with Audubon: A Vision.) And we
observe in conclusion two other intertextual connections: a correlation
between the insomniac theme in Warren's poetry at large and the "Short
Thoughts for Long Nights" sequence in You, Emperors, and Others; and a
close relationship between The Legacy of the Civil War: Meditations on the
Centennial (1961) and "Two Studies in Idealism: Short Survey of American,
and Human, History." These two poems, about Yankee and Confederate
soldiers, crystallize the Higher Law and Treasury of Merit doctrines that
Warren's Legacy of the Civil War associates with the fallacious ideology of
the North. The Yankee soldier in "Harvard '61: Battle Fatigue" is another
Clean man, reminiscent of Warren's favorite embodiment of the national
superego, John Brown: "I tried to slay without rancor. . . , / . . . to keep the
heart pure, though hand took stain." He is defiled and outraged by his last
encounter with a Dirty Southerner:

... At woods-edge we held, and over the stubble they came
with bayonet.

He uttered his yell, he was there! —teeth yellow, some missing.
Why he's old as my father, I thought, finger frozen on trigger.
I saw the ambeer on his whiskers, heard the old breath hissing.
The puncture came small on his chest. Twas nothing. The stain

then got bigger.

And he said: "Why, son, you done done it-1 figured I'd skeered ye."
Said: "Son, you look puke-pale. Buck up! If it hadn't been you,
Some other young squirt would a-done it." I stood, and weirdly
The tumult of battle went soundless, like gesture in dream. And

I was dead, too.

Dead, and had died for the Right, as I had a right to,
And glad to be dead, and hold my residence
Beyond life's awful illogic, and the world's stew,
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Where people who haven't the right just die, with ghastly
impertinence.

Perhaps the most significant of all these intertextual connections relates
to that crucial dimension of Warren's poetry that may properly be described
as visionary, involving a pantheistic or vitalistic response to nature. This
theme, that dates back to the grand closure of "The Ballad of Billie Potts,"
also threads through Warren's criticism (the "One Life" theme in the essay
on Coleridge), his essays (the "Osmosis of Being" concept in "Knowledge
and the Image of Man"), his fiction (the "blessedness" motif in Flood), and
other poems (the "one flesh" motif in "Ballad of a Sweet Dream of Peace"
from Promises). In the second poem of You, Emperors, and Others, "Lull-
aby: Exercise in Human Charity and Self-Knowledge," the "Osmosis of
Being" experience comes through the ministrations of the unconscious:

Sleep, my dear, whatever your name is:
Galactic milk spills down light years.
Sleep, my dear, your personal fame is
Sung safely now by all the tuned spheres,
And your sweet identity
Fills, like vapor, pale in moonlight, all the infinite night sky.
You are you, and naught's to fear:
Sleep, my dear.

The book's third poem, "Man in the Street," extends the Osmosis of Being
through the pantheistic Christ figure described in its epigraph (attributed to
"The Sayings of Jesus"): "Raise the stone, and there thou shalt find Me,
cleave the wood, there am I." This Christ who is immersed in nature
outshines the harried Messiah who mistakenly seeks other-worldly escape
in the poem proper:

"What makes your face flour-white as a miller's—white as a miller's?"
I said to the man in the Brooks Brothers shirt.
And he said: "I see things that can't help but hurt-

And I go to prepare a place for you,
For this location will never do."

The book's most intense expressions of pantheistic insight occur in the
middle and later stages of You, Emperors, and Others — most notably in the
last two stanzas of three lyric poems, where even the stones are alive (a
strong theme in Warren's later verse). These passages are brief enough to
be cited in part as follows:
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1. (from "In the Turpitude of Time: N. D.")

Can we-oh, could we only—believe
What annelid and osprey know,
And the stone, night-long, groans to divulge?
If we could only, then that star
That dawnward slants might sing to our human ear.

2. (from "The Bramble Bush")

And I now saw past the fartherest stars
How darkness blazed like light,

And the sun was a winking spark that rose
Up the chimney of the night....

3. (from "Mother Makes the Biscuits")

For the green worm sings on the leaf,
The black beetle folds hands to pray,
And the stones in the field wash their faces clean
To meet break of day.

Most visionary of all, perhaps, is the acceptance of mortality that relates
"Prognosis: A Short Story, the End of Which You Will Know Soon Enough"
to predecessor poems such as "The Ballad of Billie Potts" and to later ones
such as "A Way to Love God." Though doomed by her prognosis, the woman
in "Prognosis" finds a Wordsworthian therapy in nature, once through
reversion to childhood (when "she had lain / On the grass, in spring dusk,
under maples, to watch the first fireflies"), and again through the ministra-
tions of the unconscious during sleep:

And at last, with her anguish exhausted, and past despair,
[She] Dreamed a field of white lilies wind-shimmering, slow,
And wept, wept for joy, beneath the dark glory of the world's

name...

At this point, having delineated several centers of interest in You,
Emperors, and Offers-the "You" theme, the classical element, the
autobiographical strand, and the visionary-1 may seem to have verified
Warren's own disparagement of this book: that in having multiple centers of
interest, it lacks a true, unifying center. Concerning this criticism, however,
Warren's apparent loyalty to the principles of the New Criticism may have
created an anachronistic discrepancy. That is to say, Warren's modernist
critical theory may not have kept pace with his postmodern poetic practice.
Indeed, his modernist theory may itself be too narrowly defined insofar as it
presumes a need for a tightly integrated, unitary structure. Ezra Pound,
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though a founding father of modernist poetic theory, compared the form of
his Cantos to a loose rag-bag or a random toss of the fishnet:

Hang it all, [Robert Browning] there can be only one SORDELLO!
But say... I take your whole bag of tricks
Let in your quirks and tweeks, and say the thing's an art form,
Your Sordello, and that the modern world
Needs such a rag-bag to stuff all its thought in;
Say that I dump my catch, shiny and silvery
As fresh sardines flapping and slipping on the marginal cobbles?

(Cancelled Cantos, Canto II)

And William Carlos Williams, by admitting that his epic poem Paterson
sometimes "seems like a redundant heap of garbage," thereby allowed that
his form might be more problematic than Warren's mere lack of a true center.

By the late 1950's—the time of You, Emperors, and Offers—American
poets were claiming large-scale freedom from all formal strictures. Allen
Ginsberg's drug-induced incantations, Charles Olson's "Projective Verse"
manifesto, Robert Lowell's conflation of poetry with mental illness, LeRoi
Jones's shattering blasts of hatred (the purpose of this book, he tells his
reader in the Preface to The System of Dante's Hell, is "to jam your face in
my shit")—these models of contemporary practice pointed up the truism
that the center of poetic endeavor—the actual unifying factor—is nothing
other than the personality of the poet. Nor was poetry alone in its claim to
this insight; speaking of Herzog, Saul Bellow insisted that "A writer should
be free to express himself easily, naturally, copiously, in a form which frees
his mind, his energies. Why should he hobble himself with formalities? With
the desire to be 'correct'?"

Since the early 1960's, this view of things has become identified with the
postmodern "deconstructionist" approach to literature, which annulled the
New Criticical doctrine of a text's autonomy in favor of declaring the
presence of the artist in his work. This admission that the mind of the artist
informs his work removes the need for the sort of center Warren was groping
for in You, Emperors, and Others. Rather than impose an arbitrary unity on
this collection, Warren could as well have endorsed the sort of unity that he
identified with the poet's personality in Democracy and Poetry: "If, echoing
Buffon's old saying, we declare that style is the man, we may with equal
justice declare that the self is a style of being, continually expanding in a
vital process of definition, affirmation, revision, and growth." In the context
of his other books, You, Emperors, and Others does reflect that vital process.

To conclude, the virtues of this book justify a rescue operation. By reason
of its sizeable number of very fine poems, its significant correlations with
Warren's earlier and later works, and its role in the evolution of Warren's
whole poetic sensibility, it does not deserve the oblivion to which its overly
harsh detractors, including the poet himself, have consigned it. Moreover,
even if they are right in calling it Warren's worst book, they are wrong in this
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larger sense: By comparison with the greatest failures of other major
American writers-Melville's Pierre, Faulkner's A Fable, Hemingway's
Across the River and Into The Trees—Warren's You, Emperors, and Others
may be reasonably classified among the best "worst" books in American
literature.

Note

References are to Robert Penn Warren, You, Emperors, and Others: Poems 1957-1960

(New York: Random House, 1960).


